The Long
Way Home
to a Better
Origination
Business
In order to succeed in 2013, this industry will have to remember
the long way home and relearn the purchase money business.

By Don Kracl

When
Supertramp
first sang
about The
Long Way
Home, I thought
it was a great song.
Later, when my company
was providing millions of
mortgage leads to lenders all
across the country, I realized that
most loan officers weren’t whistling the
same tune. Very few of the LOs we were providing lead management technology for were taking the long
way; they had found a shortcut to building their home loan businesses.
Traditionally, homeowners trade up every seven years or so into larger homes,
opening up the market for first time homebuyers by putting their starter homes up for sale. But during the
historic refinance boom that defined the early years of this century, many homeowners came back to the closing table many times, not to trade up, but to refinance their obligations into more affordable loans.

As their home equity grew and interest rates fell, consumers were finding
it easier to go back to the lender, get
more money and, in some cases, build
out their starter homes into their next

Why Refi Will Die
I realize I’m not the first executive
to claim to see the end of the refinance
business coming, though I may be the
first to have the numbers to back it up.

With their phones ringing off the
hook with existing homeowners
looking for a lower rate, lenders took
the shortcut and never looked back.
step up. In the process, most loan origination shops forgot all about the long
way home and built their businesses
around this refinance shortcut, and they
were well rewarded for doing so. It was
faster and easier to hire and train loan
officers to handle refi business and the
money was often just as good as purchase business. Leads weren’t hard to
come by either, as most loan officers
just waited for the phone to ring.
Lenders forgot about the business relationships required to attract purchase
money business. They forgot how to
prospect for first time homebuyers and
how to nurture leads that weren’t ready
to close yet. With their phones ringing
off the hook with existing homeowners
looking for a lower rate, lenders took
the shortcut and never looked back.
Well, that’s all about to change again.
As interest rates rise, as they are certain
to do in 2013 with an economy on the
mend and a robust home construction
industry, it will be like a wrought iron
fence rising up in the middle of their
shortcut. The refinance business will be
fenced off and originators who count
on refi business will find themselves
in dangerous territory and a long way
from home.
In order to succeed in 2013, this industry will have to remember the long
way home and relearn the purchase
money business. There are three reasons I feel certain this will happen this
year and three things lenders should
focus on now in order to get ahead of
this trend.

Because we manage and price leads for
some of the nation’s hottest real estate
websites, like that operated by our parent company Zillow, we have a very
accurate gauge of consumer demand

for mortgage products. An analysis of
consumer requests for mortgage loan
information over 2012 indicates that
refinances have been slowly losing
share all year long, with the exception
of spikes whenever the federal government stepped in with a new refinance
program.
As long as the Fed holds rates down,
we can expect borrower demand to be
high enough to continue to feed refinance business into the pipeline, but an
interest rate rise of just a couple points
will effectively shut off the spigot
completely. And that’s exactly what we
many see happening in 2013.
Secondly, with the fiscal cliff resolving into the fiscal mudslide, the
government is very likely to step away
from further housing industry incentives. The Fed is already talking about
discontinuing its quantitative easing

More Evidence for the Return of the Purchase Market
A sign professional real estate investors watch for is evidence that a community has
hit the bottom in terms of home values. This often means they’re primed to bounce
back. Buying into these communities when they hit bottom and then selling them off
later when home values rise is a favorite tactic of investors and may explain why so
much of the inventory the industry expected to see still on the market at this time has
already been sold.
Home inventories that were measured in years just a few months ago are now being
measured in a more conventional manner as investors move back into the market,
buying up homes that some feared would remain unsold for a long time. A look at the
Zillow Home Value Index provides some insight into why this is happening.
The spike in home values is clearly visible on the graph. All data, save the overall
US home value index, represent the Zillow Home Value Index for cities that were hit
hard by the financial crash and the foreclosure crisis that followed. These trendlines
closely resemble those for most American cities, according to the Zillow data. This
indicates a modest rise for home values across the board.
While there are still some exceptions, cities that are still working through the recovery, most homeowners and asset managers are seeing better prices for their real estate. The result is more demand for purchase money mortgage loans as homeowners
move back into the market for the first time in years and buyers cash in on properties
before their values rise too high

program—through which it has been
buying billions of dollars worth of
mortgage-backed and other securities
monthly—which will have a profound
impact on the rates borrowers will be
asked to pay.

“To boost first-time sales, lawmakers should focus on promoting a culture
of savings among future homeowners.
Homeowners who come to the table
with larger down payments have more
options in homes and choices in financ-

If the MBA is right and overall
loan volume does decline next year,
lenders stuck on the path to a refionly business will suffer the most.
While all of this will effectively
choke off refinances, it won’t be
enough to kill the purchase money
business. In fact, as the economy
continues to improve this year and as
consumer confidence rises, I expect to
see homeowners’ desire to trade up into
larger homes return. Housing, like just
about everything else in life, falls along
a bell-shaped continuum, with starter
homes at the far left and jumbo mansions at the far right. The vast majority
of homes fall into the center, well away
from the little houses that first time
homebuyers are most likely to buy. It’s
human nature to want to move up when
the deal is good and there will be plenty
of good deals remaining in 2013, even
with investors snapping up 3-4 years
worth of shadow inventory in just a
few months at the end of 2012.
As these borrowers move up, it
will clear the way for more first time
homebuyers, and while there is currently a lot of discussion about where
these new buyers will get their funding,
given the problems the FHA is having,
something tells me they’ll find someone willing to give them that first loan.
Experts are already providing solutions to the problem. Recently, Jason
R. Gold, director of the Progressive
Policy Institute’s “Rethinking U.S.
Housing Policy Project” and senior fellow for financial services policy, told
readers of US News and World Report
that first-time homebuyers are the vital first rung on the home ownership
ladder.

ing, which will result in lower monthly
mortgage payments and higher levels
of home equity. Stable housing markets, with reasonable levels of appreciation, will nurture economic growth
and encourage private lending,” Gold
said.
Maybe. I think it’s just as likely that
a new breed of non-prime lender will
step into the game and make loans to
these buyers. They may not be as cheap
as an FHA loan, but it will get people
who want to buy a home into one.
The Mortgage Bankers Association
also expects purchase money lending
to be the best opportunity for lenders in
2013. According to MBA projections,
overall mortgage volumes will fall by
almost a quarter in 2013 (24%), but
purchase money loans are expected to
increase by 16%. And let’s not forget
that the MBA revised their 2012 projection upward part way through last
year.
Finding a Path Back to
Purchase Money Lending
If the MBA is right and overall loan
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volume does decline next year, lenders
stuck on the path to a refi-only business
will suffer the most. So what should
lenders be doing now to prepare for the
opportunities that 2013 will offer?
First, resolve to prepare now to take
advantage of the biggest source of new
mortgage business in the coming year
and re-direct your marketing in order to
start generating purchase money leads.
Generating this type of business is different than refi business. You have to
do more than send out a postcard every
time the rates drop another quarter of
a point. Even so, it’s not that difficult
if you have a good marketing database.
And that leads us to the second thing
you should do now: make sure you
have the right technology in-house. It
should allow you to gather and manage
leads, price loans, start the underwriting process and then hand off the app
to the traditional LOS.
The LOS alone is not sufficient as it
does not have functionality to ensure
that only good loans move into the
origination process. Plus, it doesn’t do
anything for those consumers that are
close to qualifying but not quite there
yet. Desire will come first and then
homeowners will embark on the work
required to qualify.
Finally, start training in earnest.
Your loan officers need to know more
and be better educated if they hope
to write purchase money loans in a
compliant manner. There are plenty of
resources out there to help you provide
this level of training, but failure to do
so is not an option. The nation’s best
companies make training a near-constant activity. Lenders who embark on
the long way to build their home loan
businesses through purchase money
transactions would be wise to follow
that example. ❖
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